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Editorial
This year is a swan song for me as this twelfth edition of the Newsletter will be my last one. I feel that
I have had a good innings and that it is time to pass baton on to someone who will bring a fresh vision
to the task. As I stated last year there is a distinct move away from excavation work in archaeology
and this trend is continuing, but our work with resistivity techniques to do non-invasive searches,
supplemented by the use of Magnetometry, using some equipment borrowed from Bournemouth
University has proved a revelation. For those who wish to know more and see some of the results,
then attendance at our Members Evening in January is a must! We really are discovering more and
disturb less!
My last edition of our newsletter, like a number of previous copies is taking in some practical
archaeological topics and attempting to stimulate members to seek out even more interesting places
based upon the travels of a number of our members.
Our blog site continues to flourishing. So once again, our thanks go to Mike Gill for his continuing
work in keeping the news of activities and plans of AVAS available to our members and the general
public at large. So let us all support them with any useful news or other input that we, as members,
might come up with. N.B. The address on the web for our blogsite is at the bottom of this page.
I hope that this edition of the Newsletter will be both stimulating and entertaining and wish you all
great year of archaeology in 2017.
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Cairnholy I and II, two chambered tombs

Vanessa Golton

I visited Cairnholy, in the Galloway area of
Southern Scotland on the 11th August 2016, whilst
on holiday with husband Alan and two of our three
adult children Andrea and Andrew. The drive up to
Cairnholy I and II was via a long and narrow
winding lane from a signposted turning off the A75,
Grid Reference NX518540.
Even on this stormy morning it was well worth
visiting. There is a fairly small space to park on the
grass outside of a dry stone wall. Then through a
footpath gate on a short walk across farm land to
Cairnholy I.
I felt immediately that the site had a really special
feel about it, and I could have stayed there all day
(despite the rain). My accompanying family felt the
same (which is remarkable for husband Alan, who
normally hates walking in the rain). We took lots of
pictures and read the really useful information
boards on site ‘SHRINES OF THE ANCESTORS’,
provided by HISTORIC SCOTLAND, from which I
have gained most of the information from for the
history of the site.
Cairn Holy I and II are 150m apart, sited on a gentle sloping hill above Kirkdale Glen. You first
approach Cairn Holy I’s forecourt, with its magnificent concave façade of standing stones, with the
tomb behind. This is more elaborate than Cairn Holy II despite them both having a very similar basic
design. Not built at the same time, but both Cairnholy I and II were used at the same time as each
other at some point during the Neolithic period between 6,000 and 4,000 years ago, for the burials of
many people over several centuries. They were built by early farming people, with the extremely hard
tomb building work being done on a seasonal basis, during quieter times of the farming year. Tombs
for the ancestors were important to the people that lived here.
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Husband Alan is 6ft tall, as a height guide to
the stones.
Chambered tombs are common in parts of
Scotland, Ireland and the Atlantic coast of Europe,
with the designs varying in different regions. The
Archaeologists who excavated Cairnholy I and II in
1949 were Stuart Piggott and T.G.E Powell.
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In the outer chamber of I they made the impressive find of a Jadeite Axe/or fragment of (Jadeite is a
beautiful green stone), which would have travelled a huge distance when imported from its origin in
the Alps. There must surely be a burial site of a very wealthy, important person in their time here.
Sadly, almost all of the bones had dissolved, after being buried in the very acidic soil. Prehistoric
Rock art carvings were common in the Galloway area of Scotland. Eight examples of cups and cup
and ring markings have been found near the tombs, the finest found within Cairnholy I. Other finds in
Cairnholy I’s forecourt were a flake from a Pitchstone (form of volcanic glass which was worked like
flint) from the island of Arran, and a fragment of pottery from a bowl made in the English style.
After exploring Cairnholy I, we continued on the short walk up the track to Cairnholy II.
The entrance to the Cairn Holy II tomb lay across a shallow forecourt between two large portal stones
which led to an antechamber, beyond this is a sealed inner chamber, covered to this day by a capstone.
There was evidence that the tomb was used for a much later burial, when fragments were found from
five or six Beaker pots that had been placed in the antechamber. The entrance to the tomb was
carefully blocked at the end of its long life.
Although both chambers have been badly disturbed and covering stones taken long ago for use as a
local building material, fragments of Neolithic pottery, a flint knife and an arrow head were found in
the 1949 excavation. All or most finds are now in the National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh.
www.nms.ac.uk Enter Cairnholy on the museum’s search our collections page (no images of the
finds seem to be available, but good descriptions)
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Images of Cairnholy II
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I really enjoyed our short visit to Cairnholy
I and II, and hope we can visit again on a
future holiday, preferably on a clear sunny
day to see the view and take photos
looking down on Wigtown bay.

Stuart Piggott, a short biography.
When we arrived home from our Scottish holiday I decided to
research the life of Stuart Piggott, the main archaeologist at
Cairnholy in 1947.
Stuart Piggott was born on 28th May 1910 in Petersfield
Hampshire.
By the age of 16 he was already an active field archaeologist in the
South and Berkshire Downs, drawing excellent sketches and
keeping detailed notes of his excavations.
He had a brief apprenticeship in the museum of Reading, which led
to his first archaeological appointment in 1928 when he was still only 18, as an investigator with the
Royal commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales, with fieldwork in Anglesey.
Also in 1928 he began work on the excavation of the Neolithic enclosure at the Trundle near
Goodwood in Sussex.
His main interest was studying Neolithic Britain. In 1933 and for most of the 30’s he worked with
Alexander Keiller who was a Scottish amateur archaeologist, funding his work from the profits of his
Dundee marmalade business.
In 1936 Keiller put Piggott in charge of a Long barrow rescue dig at Holdenhurst, Bournemouth,
Dorset. Map reference SZ116946. Work had already started on a house building site, so it was a race
against time to excavate and document the Long barrow before the building work would resume. The
archaeological dig took place in January 1936, with mainly just a few men borrowed from the
building site to help Piggott.
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An unusual step was taken and probably a
first on an archaeological site, when Piggott
decided to use a mechanical digger (also
from the building site) to speed up the
excavation. Sherds of Neolithic pottery in
the Hembury Neolithic style, worked flints
and charcoal were recovered from the
primary fill and Late Neolithic Beaker and
rustic sherds on a level from the trench of
this 72m long by 10 to 12m wide long
barrow site, with any burials having decayed
in the acid soil.

Information taken from a mixture of sources, including Wikipedia and the book ‘Long Barrows in
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight’ (a recommended read). Looking at a recent Ordnance survey map of
the housing estate built after the archaeologists had left (now very close to the Castlepoint shopping
centre), it’s interesting to see that roads are called Barrow road, Barrow way and Barrow drive, a nice
reflection of the sites history.
Photo of a fellow archaeologist taken by Stuart Piggott at Holdenhurst, with the mechanical digger in
the background used to excavate the Long barrow. Photo shared with permission from
www.megalithic.co.uk
As Piggott still had no formal archaeological qualifications, he enrolled at Mortimer Wheeler’s
institute of archaeology, taking his diploma in 1936. Whilst studying at Wheeler’s institute he also
met his wife Peggy. They married on 12th November 1936 and moved to Priory House in Rockbourne.
Their marriage lasted until their divorce in 1956.
In 1937 Piggott became involved in Keiller’s excavation of the Neolithic site at Windmill Hill, near
Avebury in Wiltshire, which ended up being a 3 year project.
His book “The Early Bronze age in Wessex” was published in 1938. In 1939, both Stuart and Peggy
dug at the amazing Sutton Hoo burial chamber excavation in East Anglia.
1939 was also the start of WW2. Stuart Piggott served in the army from 1942-1945, in British India as
an Air photo interpreter in the Intelligence Corps and was eventually the Officer in charge of aerial
photography interpretation. As he was posted to India, he took the opportunity to study its history and
archaeology, resulting in his book “Prehistoric India to 1000B.C”, published in 1950. (Please see the
link to the free download) https://archive.org/details/prehistoricindia00inpigg
After the war, in 1946 he was appointed to Abercrombie Chair of Edinburgh University, where he
stayed until his retirement in 1977, helping the University become an internationally important name.
He had also continued with excavations at Stonehenge in 1953 and West Kennett long barrow in
1955. He also did important excavation work in Scotland and publishing a survey of Scottish
prehistory in 1958.
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He was dig director at Dalladies near Montrose long barrow excavation in 1970, one of his many life
time excavations. In his retirement years he returned to Berkshire (Now Oxfordshire) and died at
home on 23rd September 1996.
This is only a quick summary of Stuart Piggott’s life; he seems to have had an amazing life and was a
greatly respected Archaeologist. He wrote many more books than I have mentioned, after much
travelling and excavating. He and his wife Peggy also had friends such as Haywood Sumner and
Agatha Christie to name but a few.
I’ve never been to Wiltshire Heritage museum in Devizes, so maybe I will take a look to see Piggott’s
finds from West Kennet long barrow to start with, and then maybe in the future another visit back to
Cairnholy and up to the Highlands and Edinburgh to visit The National Museum of Scotland on a
future Scottish holiday.

The Eternal City - A visit in May 2016

Jo and Sue Crane

Like many of a certain age we have a bucket list and one item was a holiday in Rome. We had both
only been on short day trips and wanted to really explore. Some good flight and accommodation deals
sealed the objective and we booked our hotel location so that we could walk to as many locations as
possible. The fact that we were located at the eastern side of the walled city, close to the American
Embassy, did not prove to be a disadvantage and our fears regarding scale were unjustified. The
ancient remains in and around Rome (many still in use) are vast and awe inspiring. One can only
imagine the amount of effort and ingenuity that existed in those non-machine times. On top of this
Rome has around 900 churches. Many of these are hardly noticeable and rather shabby externally, but
inside are astounding.
Having obtained a suitable map we set off on the first day for some of the most popular sites. The first
on the list was the magnificent Trevi Fountain, completed in 1762 after 30 years of construction. Even
during the day there is quite a party atmosphere amongst the throng. The fountain is still fed water via
an early Roman underground aqueduct (Aqua Virgo). Moving on, we came across the Piazza
Colonna. In the centre is Column of Marcus Aurelius which has been in the same location since 193
AD and was inspired by the earlier Trajan Column. Some 30 metres tall it also consists of a circular
hollow column with internal stairwell and a complex external spiral relief depicting the Danubian
Wars. While the relief carvings are somewhat weather worn on one side, on the opposite side the
detail is superb. In the adjacent Piazza di Mintecitorio rises the famous 34 metre high Egyptian
Obelisk brought to Rome in 10 BC that was once the gnomon of a huge sundial. After a short time
walking through a mixture of busy and narrow streets we suddenly emerged at the entrance to the
wonderful Pantheon.
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The Trevi Fountain.

Marcus Aurelius Column. Piazza di Mintecitorio obelisk

The Pantheon is truly an ancient wonder. Completed by Hadrian and dedicated in about 126AD the
spectacular dome is still the world's largest unsupported and unreinforced dome at 43.3M internal
diameter. The overall building has been had many modifications over the centuries, being converted
to a church in the 7th century. Inside, every inch is covered in rare coloured marbles from the furthest
corners of the ancient Roman Empire. The bright beam of light shining through the 9.1M diameter
oculus in the centre of the dome is the only source of illumination. This opening is completely open to
the sky, allowing rain to fall onto the centre of the marble floor below. Every niche is filled with
statues or tombs of the famous such as Raphael.

The Pantheon, external and internal views
After our first lunchtime pizza it was time to press on again. This time to a well known cat sanctuary!
The sanctuary is in the Largo di Torre Argentina, a sunken Roman square. The square houses the
remains of four Roman temples and the remains of Pompey's Theatre. The earliest of these dates from
the 4th century BC. Gradual conservation work is being carried out on the square, but the main
activity is looking after a large number of Rome's stray cats as well as treating and re-housing them.
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By this time our out of practice feet were complaining so it was time for a sightseeing bus tour
(Coliseum, Marcellus Stadium etc.). Being a hop on, hop off service we chose to limp off near out
hotel and call it a satisfying day.
The next two days were much of the same magnificent sensory overload! The highlights on the
second day were the Spanish Steps and (very) expensive shops, the magnificent Augustus Mausoleum
and Castle d'Angelo (the mighty Hadrian's Tomb) followed by a boat trip along the Tiber and a return
walk via the Piazza Navone and its huge fountains. Highlights of the third day were the Forum of
Trajan and the church of Santa Maggiore with a finish at the Jewish Ghetto after visiting the site of
the assassination of Julius Caesar. Mandatory sustenance during the day was either wonderful fresh
pasta or pizza washed down with local beer followed by a generous portion of gelato mid afternoon.

Castle d'Angelo (Hadrian's Tomb) and Santa Maggiore
On the fourth day we decided to rest our feet just a little. By the help of modern technology (the hotel
WiFi) we worked out how to get to the small town of Tivoli. Not only does it house the world famous
Villa d'Este gardens but a short bus ride away is the site of Hadrian's Villa. Public transport is
extremely cheap and we just needed a short taxi journey to the right rail station. Official coach tours
are available but are many times the price. After a train journey of some 50 mins and a ten minute
walk we arrived at the magnificent Villa d'Este - now a UNESCO site. The extravagantly decorated
16th century villa has spectacular views over the countryside below and the world famous gardens
feature hundreds of fountains (some huge), grottos and terraces.
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Villa d'Este (Tivoli)
The afternoon had us taking the short (though less than reliable) bus ride the Hadrian's Villa (Villa
Adriana), circa 128AD. This was the site of Hadrian's Summer residence away from the stifling heat
of ancient Rome. We knew it would be a large site - but at 250 acres it is a lot to cover on one
afternoon! Not unexpectedly, much of it is still to be excavated, although the site has suffered much
plundering since about the 5th century (marble burning kilns have been found - what a thought!). This
is one of those sites where you have to wonder at the vastness of the buildings and the amount of
human effort of all kinds in its construction (including countless millions of bricks and tiles). We can
only imagine what it all looked like at its peak. After around three short hours it was time to return to
Rome. We are very thankful that the train conductor held the train up for nearly 10 minutes so that we
could push aside some students making a pigs ear of buying their tickets and let us join the train.
Judging by the rapid return velocity the train made up for all the lost time - something tells me this all
wouldn't happen with Network Rail!

Vie

Views from Hadrian's Villa
Many churches in Rome are built into Roman remains (often huge ancient baths). One of the most
famous is Santa Maria degli Angeli, not far from the main railway station.
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Based on the Baths of Diocletian (300 AD), Michaelangelo Buonorroti worked from 1563 to 1564 to
adapt a section of the remaining structure of the baths to enclose a church. The result is a magnificent
enclosed space. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, Pope Clement XI commissioned the
astronomer, mathematician, archaeologist, historian and philosopher Franscesco Bianchini to build a
meridian line, a sort of sundial. It just so happened that we wanted to visit this site and were passing at
close to 12am (1pm Summer time). As we entered the church, the clouds cleared and an image of the
sun (projected from a small cylindrical hole in the roof) appeared just one side of the meridian line,
crossed it and disappeared - all in just a very few minutes.
Our last fully active day was spent partly walking around and visiting a few churches that we
encountered, but mainly visiting the Museum of Rome. As you can imagine, it houses some
wonderful specimens of Rome's past, perhaps the most evocative being the garden frescos recovered
from the remains of Livia's Villa dating from 20-30BC.

Santa Maria degli Angeli meridian at noon.

Part of Fresco from Livia's Villa

Well, Rome has it all. A week hardly scratches the surface and I am sure we will visit again, and
include some of the sights and sites outside the main city. In our time there we had hoped to visit
some underground locations. However, these tend to be specialist excursions that get booked up well
ahead (lesson learned!), but we did manage a short trip to one catacomb (Catacomb Domitilla). Quite
an experience, I don't think I would like to try and navigate the 11 miles of tunnels with any kind of
oil lamp - an early explorer got lost for three days in the dark!
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A Visit to Roskilde

Jan Elkins

As Denmark is most famous for its association with the Vikings I felt that a trip to Copenhagen would
not be complete without a visit to the National Museum of Denmark and also a visit to the nearby
Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde.
The National Museum of Denmark has an excellent display of artefacts dating from 13,000 BC to the
present day. At the entrance you are able to pick up a free floor plan of the museum and also a
separate guide for each section. There is also another guide showing you the “what not to miss!”
highlights. Of these I particularly enjoyed seeing; The Egved Girl. This was a prehistoric person
whose body had almost disappeared but whose coffin and clothes had been perfectly preserved.

The Sun Chariot and Holy Horse. This was a cult object had been made by people from the BronzeAge “in an attempt to control the movements of the sun”. Apparently they had feared that the sun
wouldn’t rise again the next day and thought that they would end up with an eternal night.
The Rune Stones. These decorative stones had been erected by the Vikings so that their family
members could be remembered for many generations.
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The Golden Horns. (Above) These are copies and so not from the Iron Age but still gave a wonderful
idea of how splendid the original ones must have been. The original ones, discovered in 1639 and
1734, had been stolen on May 4th 1802 and melted down.
The Tisso Ring (or the Viking Bling!). This was a neck ring made of 1.8 kg of pure gold and was the
largest gold find that they had from the Viking Age.
My favourite displays were found in the Prehistoric Section of the museum. I was amazed by the
amount of worked flint they had on show, from very large axes to very small blades. The most
stunning of these was the Hindsgavl Dagger. It was shaped just like a fish and showed off in a perfect
way the outstanding skills of the flint smiths from the late Neolithic period. I also enjoyed the
Egyptian and Danish History sections and also the temporary Japanese exhibition.

With our visit to the museum completed we then planned our next trip to Roskilde’s Viking Ship
Museum for early the next day. The town of Roskilde was founded by the Vikings in the 10th Century
and was Denmark’s first capital. Roskilde is only a short train journey from Copenhagen and then the
Viking Ship Museum is about a 25 minute walk from the station. The walk itself is well worth doing
because it takes you past the magnificent Cathedral of Roskilde, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The
Cathedral was built in 1170 and houses 1000 years of Danish history. There are 39 kings and queens
of Denmark buried there and it is said that the remains of Harald 1 (Bluetooth), a 10th century Viking
king, are inside one of the columns to the side of the main altar.
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After pausing to admire this wonderful brick structure we wandered on down to the Viking Ship
Museum. As we approached we could see some replica ships standing outside and then when we
looked over towards the fjord we were just in time to see another replica ship sail off across the
water. It looked splendid with its sail billowing in the wind and painted a very vivid picture of how
the Vikings might have looked as sailed off to plunder foreign lands.
Once it had disappeared we entered the museum and straight away our eyes were drawn to the
remains of the five unique Viking ships that were on display in the large hall. They were breathtaking and much larger than I had expected but before we paid to go in and have a closer look at
them we walked around a smaller exhibition so that we could learn more about the history of the
ships and how they were excavated in 1962. That very interesting as was the museum’s cinema that
showed a film about how all of the ships had originally been sunk to form a barrier to protect the
royal city of Roskilde and had lain hidden out of sight for many years under a ridge of stones and
boulders. With the film finished we then moved on towards the hall.
The Viking Ship Hall was opened in 1969 and was designed by Professor Erik Christian Sorensen
solely for the five ships found at Skuldelev. On entering we noticed how expertly they had been
placed around the hall and liked the fact that by the side of each ship was a small model showing us
exactly how it would have looked when it was first constructed. The ships were named Skuldelev 1,
2, 3, 5 and 6.
Skuldelev 1 was a robust ocean going trading ship. It could have been of a type called a “knarr” and
may have belonged to a chieftain or a merchant who sailed to markets to do trade. It was built of
bulky pine planks and the crew would have been between 6-8 men.
Skuldelev 2 was an ocean going warship. It could have been of a type called a “skeid” and would
have belonged to a chieftain. It would have had a crew of about 70-80 warriors and also would have
been able to sail at fast speeds having 60 men at the oars. It was built of oak and research from the
wood showed that it was constructed in the Dublin area in about 1042.
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Skuldelev 3 was a small trading and transport vessel. It could have been of a type called a “byrding”.
These types of ships were frequently used by farmers. It was built of Danish oak and had a crew of 56 men.
Skuldelev 5 was a smaller long ship (or warship). It could have been of a type called a “snekke”. It
was a military ship and belonged to the 13-sessers. It carried about 30 warriors and had 13 pairs of
oars and also there are still fragments of the shield rim on the edge of the gunwale. The ship was
built of oak, ash and pine.

Skuldelev 6 was a rowing and sailing vessel. It could have been of a type called a “ferja”. Tests show
that it was built of pine from Norway and was most probably used for fishing and may be whaling. As
its rowlocks had been removed it would have most probably sailed with less crew and might have
been used more for transport in its later life.

After spending a whole morning looking around the
museum and seeing all of its wonderful exhibits we ended
our visit by walking over to the Museum’s harbour and
boatyard. There we were able to see more closely some of
the reconstructed ships but sadly as we did not have any
more spare time we had to forego a chance of sailing on
one.

As our weekend in Denmark drew to a close we reflected on
what treasures we had managed to see and hoped above
hope that we could return again and continue with our
quest for the Vikings.
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Caverne du Pont d’Arc – Ardèche gorge, France
Whetton

David

Having been many years ago to the famous painted Lascaux Caves in Montignac, South West
France, I was excited to read of the opening up of a new cave with prehistoric wall paintings
in the famous Ardèche Gorge. Now, before we go any further, it must be stated that both
these cave complexes are reproductions. They are copies of the originals which have been
sealed except for specialist, scientific research. If you’re only interested in seeing original
cave paintings, then you’ll miss out on a fabulous experience where reality is only concept.
And it’s the best we’ve got!
The Caverne du Pont-d'Arc is a replica of the Chauvet Cave in the commune of Vallon-Pontd'Arc, in the Ardèche Gorge in the Rhône-Alpes region of France. The Chauvet Cave
contains the earliest known and best preserved figurative cave paintings in the world, located
on a limestone cliff above the former bed of the Ardèche River. Discovered on December 18,
1994 by a group of three speleologists it is considered one of the most significant prehistoric
art sites and the UN’s cultural agency UNESCO granted it the World Heritage status on June
22, 2014. To quote Wikipedia: “The Chauvet Cave is uncharacteristically large and the
quality, quantity, and condition of the artwork found on its walls has been called
spectacular.”
In Spring 2016, 88 radiocarbon dates indicated two periods of habitation: one from 37,000 to
35,000 years ago and another from 31,000 to 28,000. Most of the artwork dates to the earlier,
Aurignacian. The later Gravettian occupation, which occurred 25,000 to 27,000 years ago,
left little but a child's footprints, the charred remains of ancient hearths, and carbon smoke
stains from torches that lit the caves. After the child's visit to the cave, evidence suggests that,
due to a landslide which covered its historical entrance, the cave had been untouched until its
discovery in 1994. The footprints may be the oldest human footprints that can be dated
accurately.
The soft, clay-like floor of the cave retains the paw prints of cave bears along with large,
rounded depressions that are believed to be the "nests" where the bears slept. Fossilized
bones are abundant and include the skulls of cave bears and the horned skull of an ibex.
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Typical of most cave art, there are no paintings of complete human figures but there are the
classical panels of red ochre hand prints and hand stencils made by blowing pigment over
hands pressed against the cave surface. Abstract markings—lines and dots—are found
throughout the cave but the most spectacular, and memorable, paintings are of the wild
animals the cave dwellers would have encountered. Hundreds of animal paintings have been
catalogued, depicting at least 13 different species, including some rarely or never found in
other ice age paintings. Rather than depicting only the familiar herbivores that predominate in
Paleolithic cave art, i.e. horses, cattle, mammoths, etc., the walls feature many predatory
animals, e.g., cave lions, panthers, bears, and cave hyenas. There are also paintings of
rhinoceroses. One drawing, later overlaid with a sketch of a deer, is reminiscent of a volcano
spewing lava, similar to the regional volcanoes that were active at the time. If confirmed, this
would represent the earliest known drawing of a volcanic eruption. The art is also exceptional
for its time for including "scenes" with animals interacting with each other: a pair of woolly
rhinoceroses, for example, is seen butting horns in an apparent contest for territory or mating
rights.

Construction of the replica began in October 2012 and it was opened to the public in 2015 not
far down the valley in a perfect, isolated spot with magnificent views of the surrounding
countryside. It is the largest cave replica ever built worldwide, ten times bigger than the
Lascaux facsimile. The art is reproduced full-size in a replica of the whole underground cave
environment and the guide book’s description that visitors’ senses are stimulated by the same
sensations of silence, darkness, temperature, humidity and acoustics is absolutely correct. At
one stage, I asked my wife Linda if she thought we were underground.
On site is an excellent museum with full-sized models of a woolly rhino, mammoth, ancient
horse and a prehistoric hunting party and an outstanding interactive exhibition. There are
also the usual restaurant and toilet facilities – all very modern and clean.
The tour of the ‘cave’ lasts an hour and one has to buy timed tickets for the guided tours but
these consisted of only 12 people and the guide talks very quietly in French using an audio
link system preserving the atmosphere of the cave. There is an English audio guide but this
was the least satisfactory element to the whole experience as it was clearly much shorter and
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condensed than the live commentary and we were left with longish periods wondering what
the guide was saying.
In an exact copy of the actual cave, the public walk along a raised walkway constructed in the
original to save archaeologists from contaminating the floor of the cave which is littered with
the remains of the period when the cave was inhabited by wild bears as well as the detritus of
human cave dwelling. The entire cave has been recreated and, from experience of previous
visits to French grottoes, is eerily authentic, even down to the glistening stalactites and
slightly musty atmosphere. And of course, the paintings themselves are an amazing sight, so
vivid and so carefully done. These paintings are unique in that the original artist had first
smoothed the surface of the wall to make it smooth and white to show up the paintings at
their best in the dim torchlights.
We chose our holiday specifically in order to see the caves and we weren’t disappointed.
Postscript: I found a film of the discovery of original Chauvet Cave on YouTube – just type
in “Cave of Forgotten Dreams”. It’s an hour long and a bit slow & dreamy in places but it
gives a very good feel for the place and shows, of course, most of the paintings in situ.
Whilst in the area:
Vaison La Romaine – A real Roman town with Roman houses, a villa, streets, pillars, shops,
a forum and a massive theatre complete with its back-of-the-stage changing rooms. It’s not a
Pompeii or Herculaneum as everything is now only waist high but it’s impressive none-theless and well worth a visit.
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The collapse of Roman Britain

Bill Atkinson

Selling the dream – a Roman franchise – is what the Roman Empire used to facilitate a continuous
expansion of Rome’s influence. Every military campaign was meant to produce a profit in order to
pay for the army and return wealth to Rome itself. No profit was considered failure.
Each new province had to contribute to Rome by taxation and money therefore had to be introduced
to stop the old system of barter, as this was the only way to raise revenue. The rise of the villas came
about to industrialise agriculture and increase productivity and so increase taxable income. Villas
were production units and were not just about farming but also carried out a range of other activities
such as metal working and pottery production, both for local use and trade beyond their localities.
As more villas were established they became status symbols for the ‘ruling classes’ both Imperial and
local chiefs as can be seen Shillingstone villa and Fishbourne palace. The opulence of the private
quarters was increased as time went on and the decorations in plastered walls and tessellated floors
became statements of their beliefs and allegancies. The villa at Lullingstone, being a good example of
the owners stating their of Christian faith through its tessellated floors and probably with the wall
decorations also.
An example of showing allegiance to the emperor was having marble bust of the current incumbent
displayed prominently. Below are two examples and the bust of a lady may be the emperors wife or
possibly the lady of the house.

At Milreu

At Fishbourne Palace
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Imperial interests were expressed through ownership of villas which provided income for the Emperor
back in Rome whilst large scale metal production was largely the prerogative of the Legions as
discoveries of lead ingot stamped with the name of the producers prove. So where did all the produce
go? After taxation the thrust of commerce ensured that there was a health trade with Rome which
needed large quantities of wheat (as the produce of North Africa proved insufficient and was
dwindling) and lead which was used for construction and of course plumbing.
Who were the legionaries? These were drawn from all over the empire and were deployed where they
had no conflict of interest i.e. in being too close to the local populations. They were so disconnected
from their home countries by their length of military service that the Legion became their ‘family’ and
on completion of their twenty years very often settled in the territory where they had been garrisoned
and were given land to cultivate, so forming new community. This aided integration with local native
population and tended to increase the ‘Romanisation’ of the country.
There was an ‘urbanisation project’ which was designed to St. Albans so that civic society could be
grow on the Roman model and it made administrative control by Roman appointees easier. The local
elites were expected to have own villas and run them so that they could be sustained in their new
urban settings, however, this imperial ruling failed to create a genuine middle class. Perhaps this was
due to too heavy a hand and too little delegation to the native elite who also wished to retain their own
tribal structures. In addition memories of Boudicca’s revolt and its harsh putting down still rankled
with the tribal elites.
A weakness was introduced with the division of central administration into Britannia Superior and
Britannia Inferior in 211 A.D., this division into provinces was bound to eventually hamper large
scale military campaigns when external Roman Army interventions were to become no longer
possible.
Hard times and economic hardship both at home and abroad placed great strains on Britannia with
Rome becoming a less reliable protector and also a less consistent consumer of exports. In the mid to
late third century A.D. the Romans built and garrisoned nine coastal fortifications against Saxon
raiders, the best surviving one being Portus Adurni at Portchester, which is the finest surviving such
structure in Northern Europe.
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The period from 337 A.D. when Constantine converted to Christianity on his death bed to 397 A.D.
was the last period of stability for Britannia, though there was one significant event which weakened
the country. The Emperor Magnus Maximus (proclaimed Emperor in Britain) took an army of British
volunteers to Gaul and then Rome, where he was defeated and the remnants of his army settled in
Armorica, thus severely weakening the ability of Britannia to defend itself. In 397 A.D. the Roman
general Stilicho came to the aid of the beleaguered province and decisively beat off attacks by the
Picts, Irish and Saxons, but in 402 A.D. withdrew to Italy, taking one of the two British legions with
him, never to return.
Problems of imperial succession in 407A.D. resulted in Constantine III withdrawing the sole
remaining legion to rally support for his cause in Gaul. In the following three years Britain suffers
devastating attacks from the Picts, Irish and Saxons once again and then Emperor Honorius declares
tells Britain to “attend to its own affairs”, by which time the Britons had expelled weak Roman
officials and started to take defence matters into their own hands, but this proved to be too little and
too late.
The collapse began with the further persistent attacks Picts, Irish and Saxons and the fracturing of any
central administration into small scale units run by ‘petty tyrants’. In addition in 420 A.D. there is a
religious schism in the Christian Church between a ‘pro-Celtic’ faction supporting the Pelagian heresy
and pro-Roman ‘traditionalists’ which further weakened the country, which is lacking any strong
leadership which petty tyrants were unable to supply.
Minting of currency had not been shared with British leaders so the minting of coinage locally had
been lost which would have further impaired the economy and taxation, so how could they pay sizable
locally recruited armies? In the period from 440 to 450 A.D. civil war and famine breaks out in
Britain and there is no ability to withstand invasions by Picts and Saxons so towns are vacated, fell
into ruins and pro-Roman populations flee towards the west and abandoned territory passed under
Saxon control.
With the battle of ‘Wippedsfleet’ (or Richborough) the Britons defeated the Saxon forces, but at great
cost in slaughter on both sides which resulted in a long respite from fighting but the Saxons were
confined to the Isle of Thanet but could not be totally expelled. In 469 A.D. the Roman emperor
appealed to the Britons for military help against the Visigoths and in a disastrous battle the contingent
of 12,000 was wiped out and no survivors ever returned, so further weakening Britain.
A siege and defeat of Saxon forces on Mount Badon in 496 A.D. brought about peace for about fifty
years but civil turmoil, lack of leadership and loss of cultural identity made Britain ripe for conquest
by the Saxons. Within one hundred years the remnants of Roman Britain are extinguished and lost,
not so much with a bang, more a whimper.
The last flickers of Roman life style are restricted to the countryside back waters. A good example of
this is the Roman villa at Druce Farm near Dorchester, which survived into the 6 th. century though in
reduced circumstances, probably as the economy had dropped to subsistence level as there was no
incentive to maintain the buildings after this point as it had been designed and built to support a much
higher life style in more prosperous times.
In conclusion we can generalise that the Province of Britannia was only viable when part of the
powerful Roman Empire and there was no vision or drive to adapt Britannia into an independent and
‘standalone’ country. Britannia was be set on three sides by enemies in Ireland, Scotland and from
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across the North Sea which were kept at bay when Roman legions in strength were present and a
Roman navy could patrol the North Sea coast, but when defence was dependant solely on locally
raised forces the threats proved too great and little by little Roman influence was thrust to the
margins.
The legacy which remained comprised a good road system and a number of towns at strategic
locations which have survived until today, though quite a number have also been lost to encroaching
Nature. As archaeologists however, we have a rich treasure trove of remains to discover of sites and
finds which inform us of the glories of a civilisation that has passed.

Social Events 2016-17

Nigel Morris
AVAS held another successful BBQ at our Chairman's
(Mark's) farm. As usual, it was well attended. It was held on
the banks of the river Stour, an idyllic location. The weather
brightened up and we had a nice sunny evening. The food, as
always, was in plentiful supply with Mark's delicious home
produced pork sausages. Sue Newman brought her excellent
trifle, Vanessa and Rachel supplied the cheesecakes and
chocolate almond cake, also strawberries and cream and
other delicious sweets. I would very much like to thank
everybody who helped in making this a very enjoyable and
successful evening. Do come along next year if you missed
this one as you will be very welcome.

We anticipate that in February 2017
we shall be holding our annual
AVAS Dinner at the Toby Carvery
and we shall be giving fuller details
of this popular event in the early
New Year!
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Annual General Meeting

APPENDIX I

The forty second Annual General Meeting of the Avon Valley
Archaeological Society held on Wednesday 6th. May 2016 at
7.30pm. in the Ann Rose Hall, Greyfriars Community Centre,
Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hampshire.
The meeting was opened by the Chairman at 19-50 with nineteen members present.
1. Apologies:, Mr. H. Hanna and Mr. D. Whetton
2. The minutes of the last AGM held on 6th. May, 2015: were accepted ‘nem con’
having been proposed by Mrs. J. Elkins and seconded by Mr. T.Steptoe.
3. Matters arising: None.
4. Chairman’s report: Good evening, and welcome to the 2016 AGM of AVAS. Thank
you for taking the time to attend now that the weather seems to have warmed up and
spring has, perhaps, arrived at last.
The last year has seen some interesting discoveries on the archaeological front,
which we hope to tell you about later, and also a few upsets in the lecture
programme, which were unfortunate but hopefully did not cause too much confusion.
We are still greatly missing Ann's presence and organisational skills but I hope that
all will agree that the lecture programme was of a very high quality, and I would like
to thank everyone who helped to arrange the speakers. Suggestions for speakers for
the next season of lectures would be most welcome as time is marching on and we
have to arrange the programme well in advance.
A number of members are sadly no longer with us, and I feel that numbers have been
down at some of the talks over the last season although Harold's figures do not seem
to show a particular fall. Announcements have been put in various local papers, such
as the ‘Stour and Avon magazine’, but I feel that other avenues need to be explored,
such as the dreaded Social media we hear so much about.
An example of the wide readership of online media is the Ringwood Memories
Facebook page, which evokes huge local interest and commands several thousand
members. The use of such pages could enable us to reach a wider audience without
too much trouble, so I feel this is worth following up.
We had a very well attended weekend in Salisbury last summer as guests of the
museum for Archaeology week, and everyone on the stall was kept busy on their feet
for the whole weekend. This year, we thought that it might be worth staying closer to
home to raise local awareness so we have been invited to put on a display, which
can stay for a week if required, at the Meeting House in Ringwood. They received a
Lottery grant to help turn the old building into a town history centre, and AVAS
provided help in various ways when it was set up. Now, the archive contains over a
hundred files on local historical subjects and it is well worth a visit for a cup of tea.
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Along with the old pews from the meeting house, our barn ended up with a collection
of pottery from the Verwood Pottery Trust dig at Ebblake, and I have recently been
contacted by Penny, the renowned Verwood pottery expert, to inform us that work is
starting on the collection under the umbrella of the WAFA project, and the whole lot is
to be taken to Julian Richard's secret store in Dorset.
On the subject of excavation, some preliminary work has been undertaken by
members of the Society on a site inCranborne Chase- Mike Gill has done extensive
geophysical work and small scale excavation by our members has confirmed the
findings. We hope to hear a little about this project later this evening.
A number of visits are being considered so we will obviously be keeping everyone
informed of arrangements. A trip to the Historic dockyard has been suggested and
received much support so we will follow it up- thanks to Nigel for his efforts in this
direction.
I will wrap it up there so as not to hold up the proceedings, but once again thank you
for your support and keep the suggestions coming for talks, visits or future activities!
5. Presentation of the Chairman’s Trophy for 2015/2016: Is awarded this year to
Mrs. A. Farmer for her work on a local archaeological site.
6. Hon. Treasurer’s report and to review subscriptions and meetings fees: In the
unavoidable absence of the Honorary Treasurer the Chairman spoke on his behalf.
There is nothing outstanding to report but subscriptions are down and we shall be
chasing some late payers, however the cost of speakers fees is low which helps our
situation. We, per force, moving our bank account and expect we shall receive some
compensation for the inconvenience this has caused. The room hire bill for the hall
came in late and so appears rather large it covers some of the prior period.
7. Field Director’s report: This is covered by a presentation following this AGM.
8. Library report: Our membership is down and this is reflected in the low number of
loans (only 22!) from our stock of in excess of three thousand items. A considerable
number of items bequeathed by Ann Ireland is awaiting concessioning.
Consideration is being given to both the Ringwood Meeting House and the old
museum site at our Chairman’s farm to house the library.
9. Festival of British Archaeology 2016: This year we will join with the Ringwood
Meeting House and details will be finalized by members of the committee.
10. Election of Officers: All the current Committee members were willing to stand again
and no further nominations have been received so Mark Vincent was proposed for
the position of Chairman by Mrs. Christin Moody and seconded by Mrs. Janet Elkins
and he was duly elected ‘nem con’. The rest of the Committee was proposed ‘en
block’ by Mr. J Crane and seconded by Mr.T. Steptoe and the meeting voted them in,
‘nem con’.
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The new committee is as follows:Hon. Treasurer

-

Harold Hanna

Hon. Secretary

-

Bill Atkinson

Vice-Chairman

-

Steve Moody

Members

Nigel Morris
Rachel Golton
Mike Gill

Hon. Auditors

-

Mr. A. Light
Mr. A. Taylor

N.B. Vanessa Golton is to continue as our Greyfriares Representative and John
Pemberton is willing to continue as our AVAS Representative with the New Forest
National Park.
11. Any other business: Articles for our Newsletter were requested from our
membership. Notice was given that a new Hon. Secretary would be required from
May 2017.
The meeting closed at 20-33.

AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY IS A REGISTERED CHARITY. NUMBER 289516
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

APPENDIX II

TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2016

REGISTERED CHARITY NO: 289516

Aims and Organisation
The Society was established in 1974; it is governed by its Rules, as amended from time to time by the
members in general meeting.
The Society’s objects are to promote the interest in and study of archaeology for the benefit of the
general public. The Society’s principal areas of activity are the Avon Valley and surrounding areas of
South West Hampshire, East Dorset and South Wiltshire.

Trustees
The trustees who served on the Committee during the year were as follows:
M. A. Vincent

Chairman

S. J. Moody

Vice Chairman

C. W. Atkinson

Hon. Secretary

H. J. A. Hanna

Hon. Treasurer

N. Morris
M. Gill
Miss R.L. Golton
The administration of the Society is carried out on a voluntary basis by the trustees; there are no
employees.
The trustees are elected annually by the members at the Annual General Meeting.
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2016 (cont’d)
Activities and Achievements
During the year, the Society continued its educational activities with its programme of Winter
lectures, the publication of the annual Newsletter, and the provision of displays in Salisbury as part
of National Archaeology Days in July. Active field work during the year has included further
geophysical survey work on part of a Romano-British site at Folds Farm, North of Godshill, and on
various sites in the Avon Valley. Meanwhile the Folds Farm site and the mediaeval site at Ipley
Manor are now undergoing post-excavation analysis. The post excavation work on material from the
Crystal Hollow excavation site at Godshill also continues. Members also co-operated with other
local societies in undertaking survey and excavation work, notably the New Forest History &
Archaeology Group on various sites in the New Forest and the Christchurch Antiquarians on sites in
Christchurch.

Financial Review
The day to day operating expenses of the Society were again met from the members’ subscriptions
and meeting fees.
In addition to meeting the day to day costs of its activities, the Society is seeking to build up its
reserves in order to meet future publication costs. The trustees are satisfied that the general
financial position disclosed by the accounts for the year ended 31 March 2016 is sound, but
consideration is being given to ways of reducing operating expenses.
On behalf of the Trustees
H J A Hanna FCA
Hon. Treasurer
2 May2016

6 Cliffe Road
Barton on Sea
New Milton
Hants. BH25 7PB
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
BALANCE SHEET AT 31 MARCH 2016
Reserves

2016

2015

General Fund
Balance brought forward 1 April 2015

6,539.89

6,633.44

(Deficit) / Surplus for the year

(188.63)

6.45

Balance carried forward 31 March 2012

6,351.26

6,539.89

500.00

500.00

1,100.00

1,100.00

1,600.00

1,600.00

£8,139.89

£8,133.44

Cash at bank

8,110.96

7,974.89

Cash in hand

132.80

165.00

Cash at bank

£7,951.26

£8,139.89

Designated Funds
Crystal Hollow Publication Fund

Folds Farm Survey

Total Funds
Represented by:

H.J.A. Hanna F.C.A. - Hon Treasurer
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Report of the Examiners

In our opinion, these Accounts are in accordance with the books and records of the Society and the
information and explanations given to us.

A.D. Taylor F.C.A.

)
)
) Hon. Examiners

A. Light

)
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RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2016
2016

2015

General Fund
Income:

Subscriptions received

250.00

Donations
Meeting fees

-

428.00
0.30

326.00

334.00

64.07

17.85

640.07

780.15

Bank deposit interest

Less Expenses:
Room hire - Greyfriars, Ringwood

465.00

303.00

Speakers fees and expenses

90.00

40.00

Subscriptions and affiliation fees

20.00

57.00

253.70

253.70

Insurance
Bank charges

Surplus / Deficit for the year

-

120.00

828.70

773.70

(£188.63)

£6.45

Note:
Expenses for the year paid after 31 March 2015, and not included above:

Room hire
Subscriptions and affiliation fees

39.00
20.00

154.00
20.00
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Movements on Designated Funds

Crystal Hollow Publication Fund:

£0.00

£0.00

Folds Farm Survey:

£0.00

£0.00
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APPENDIX III

Avon Valley Archaeological Society
Winter Programme ~ September 2016 - May 2017
Visitors are very welcome at our meetings

2016
7th September 2016: Discovering the Maya
Speaker: Francis Taylor, Council for British Archaeology (CBA)
Francis will cover the history of this fascinating civilisation concentrating on two major cities, Copan
and Tikal and their relationship with their neighbours. In addition he will tell the story of the Mayan
creation myth and examine both their glyphs and their complex calendar.
5th October 2016: The Story of Stoney Cross Airfield
Speaker: Dr. Henry Goodall, Friends of the New Forest Airfields (FONFA)
2nd November 2016: Meonstoke 2016: Roman villa or Roman temple?
Speaker: Professor Tony King, Professor of Roman Archaeology, University of Winchester
7th December 2016: Sniping from the Medieval side lines, An illustrated talk with the
opportunity to handle some real equipment!
Speaker: Mr David Fawcett, a re-enactor with much experience with English Heritage.

2017
4th January 2017: Members Evening. Mike Gill will be talking about ‘Magnetic Mounds in the
Avon Valley’. He will present the latest results from the surveys that have been undertaken using the
Bournemouth University gradiometer. The AVAS geophysics team has been investigating a couple
of long mounds, and he will set the results into the wider context of Neolithic monuments in the
vicinity of the Avon Valley.
1st February 2017: Survey work at Old Sarum
Speaker: Dr. Miles Russell, FSA, Senior Lecturer at Bournemouth University
1st March 2017: The Durotriges Big Dig- looking at Iron Age, Roman and Post-Roman
settlement around Bere Regis
Speaker: Dr. Miles Russell, FSA, Senior Lecturer at Bournemouth University
5th April 2017: We anticipate having a local speaker giving a talk on matters in our area.
Speaker: An announcement will be made in the early New Year.
3rd May 2017: Annual General Meeting (followed by members’ presentations)
VENUE FOR MEETINGS:- Ann Rose Hall, Greyfriars Community Centre, Christchurch Road,
Ringwood BH24 1DW
TIME:- 7.30pm ~ the first Wednesday each month, September to May
MEETING FEES:- Members £2.00, Visitors £3.50
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION:- Adult £10.00, Full-time Student £5.00
ENQUIRIES TO:- The Chairman, Mark Vincent 01425 473677
or The Hon Secretary, C.W.Atkinson 01722 326978 The AVAS blogsite can be found at
http://blogavas.wordpress.com/
AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY IS A REGISTERED CHARITY NO. 28951
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